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4/27/84 DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL <IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Visalia Post Office conforms to the standard symmetry used in most post offices, 
but has unusually sophisticated detailing. The elevations are decorated with cast 
terracotta, in shapes directly derivative of 1920s Art Deco motifs. Dark brown brick 
is used in decorative patterns to contrast with the light tan brick used for the bulk 
of the building's walls. Interior ornament is lavish, and includes cast aluminum, marble, 
and a decorative multi-colored terrazzo floor.

LOCAL CONTEXT
Visalia, 60 miles south of Fresno on State Route 99, was platted in 1852, and made the 
Tulare County Seat in the Following year. Though the town's economy has been oriented 
from its founding towards the surrounding argicultural area, tourists traveling to Sequoia 
National Park, 45 miles to the east, have supplemented the economy. The post office is 
one block south of what was, through the 1950s, the main commercial center, though new 
development has since shifted commercial activity to the southwestern portion of town. 
Several architecturally significant buildings survive in the downtown area, among them 
the Art Deco-style Tulare County Social Services Building, two blocks northeast of the 
post office. The subject property is not, however, within a designated historic district.

The site survey prepared for the present building indicates that the site was occupied by 
three structures before construction of the post office: a ten-stall brick auto service 
garage, a one-story brick auto service garage, and a small, one-story brick lunch stand. 
Basement excavations for the present structure have probably destroyed any traces of 
these earlier buildings and no archaeologic or palenontologic resources are known to exist 
within or adjacent to the site.

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The building has a structural steel skeleton, brick walls, a flat asphalt composition roof, 
and a reinforced concrete basement. Exterior trim included terracotta, aluminum, and 
white bronze, with granite steps and plinth. The lobby is ornamented with veined marble, 
an elaborate terrzaao floor, and the workroom has a maple floor. The post master's and 
assistant postmaster's offices have oak floors.

Two distinct traditions are visible in the building: the late, or neo-classical phase 
of the Beaux-Arts, and the Art Deco or Zigzag Moderne style. The fenestration and 
ornament are strictly symmetrical on the facade, typical of Beaux-Arts design, though 
the ornamental terracotta panels all contain Art Deco motifs. Panels above the windows 

On the front and side elevations contain stylized, geometrically rendered floral and 
plant ffront with a zigzag motif vucuutosr. along the sides, and stylized sun at the top. 
Six curved brick pilasters are placed on the front facade; the two nearest the door are 
topped with terracotta ornament, and tG*0/ support terracotta representations of bald 
eagles. The cornice, formed by a row of molded cavity-tile blocks, is broken on the 
front facade by two acroteria-like ornaments directly above the eagle flanking the 
front entrance.
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SPECIFIC DATES
Began 1932, 
completed 1933.

BUILDER/ARCHITECT William D. Coates

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The building is in a remarkable state of preservation; though it has been remodeled once, 
the work is fully compatible in style and workmanship with the original, and is difficult, 
to distinguish from the 1933 construction. The building is also one of the most aestheti 
cally successful post offices in California, and is certainly one of the most sophisticated 
buildings in Visaiia.

ARCHITECTURE

The Visaiia Main Office conforms to the standard composition of early 1930s post offices- 
a projecting central portion flanked by two smaller wings, and a strictly symmetrical 
facade. Its terracotta ornament and brickwork set the structure apart from other build 
ings. It would qualify for listing based on its aesthetic merit alone. This is the clear 
est statement in monumental Art Deco architecture applied to any public building con 
structed in California. The basic form of the central mass contrasts with the two smaller 
volumes defined by the side wings. This rectangular geometry is played off against the 
curved forms of the pilasters and the fragmented geometry of the ornamental moldings. 
In addition, the structure is almost completely intact, and has been recently restored, 
using detailing specified in the original 1930s working drawings. The lobby retains its 
orginal service windows, light fixtures, and has an elaborate, multi-colored terrazzo 
floor and veined marble wainscoting. There is a subtle interplay of the vertical orna 
ment and the horizontal building mass.

COMMUNITY PLANNING

Though the building is not immediately adjacent to any buildings of historic interest, it 
is only a block away from the recently restored old central business district. In this 
context, the post office contributes to the overall integrity of the downtown urban fabric, 
and, in fact, is placed in a built environment almost identical to that in which it was 
constructed.

SCUPLTURE

This building has unusually rich terracotta adornment on the front and side elevations, 
directly derivative of Art Deco motifs. The eagle is designed in a fragmented, almost
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Lots 1-8, Block 44, Town of Visalia Subdivision, Tualre County Assessor. 
The rectangular site has a 140' southern, frontage on S. Court Street, and 
a 190' eastern frontage on E. Acequia Street.
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Two fantastic white bronze fixtures flank the entrance; the general shape suggests a 
navigation buoy or lighthouse, though two flanges at the top recall Egyptian lotus 
capitals. The entire composition is topped by a giant scallop shell which houses flood 
lights aimed at the front of the building. The frieze on the front facade is ornamented 
with a series of lozenge shapes, formed of bricks with a reduced-black finish, which 
contrasts with the reddish brick of the walls.

Veined gray and red marble pilasters and wainscoting decorate the lobby, which remains 
in essentially its original condition. The original service windows and bronze post office 
boxes are still in use. Lighting is provided in the lobby by the large windows on the 
north elevation, and by the original white bronze fluorescent fixtures suspended from 
the ceiling. The floor is paved with red, yellow, gray, and green terrazzo, in a design 
which recalls Southwest American Indian motifs. Lobby desks, custom-designed for the 
post office by the architect, remain in use and are in excellent condition. The post 
master's and assistant postmaster's offices, now occupied by the station manager, have 
oak parquet floors and pine chair rails, though some of the original furniture in the 
postmaster's office has been removed. The workroom is lit by four skylights and new 
fluorescent fixtures, and has a maple parquet floor.

Art Deco architecture borrowed freely from a multiplicity of sources, and this building 
is no exception. Pre-Columbian architectural motifs, Southwestern Indian textile designs, 
and ancient Greek, Roman, and Egyptian elements are all freely combined and applied to 
the building. This style was commonly used in private projects in the twenties and is 
often associated with expensive, luxurious, and even slightly decadent shops and hotels, 
though by the time of this building's construction, the Depression had halted most of 
these private projects. Though the Visalia Main Office uses Art Deco ornamental motifs, 
the structure is monumentalized, rather than prettified, by the ornament. The build 
ing's volumetric massing is symmetrical and derived from the neo-classical phase of Beaux- 
Arts design.

The Public Works Administration often used Art Deco elements in a primarily classical 
and monumental framework. The Visalia Main Office thus presages the style and 
aesthetic of much subsequent government architecture in the thirties.

The construction process for this building was highly labor-intensive, as seen in the care 
ful masonry, the elaborate terrazzo floor, and the use of parquet rather than strip floor 
ing in the workroom and office areas. The level of craftsmanship was uniformly high in 
most Depression-era government construction, and the Visalia Main Office provides an 
excellent example of this concern for craft.
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ALTERATIONS

The building appears to be in excellent structural condition, and has received excep 
tionally competent and historically sensitive maintenance. The lobby has recently been 
repainted, using painting and trim detailing specified in the original plans, and the 
maple workroom floor has been cleaned and resurfaced. Only minor tuckpointing ap 
pears to be required on portions of the exterior elevations. Large, specimen cypress 
and magnolia trees, situated in broad, grassy lawns, flank the building on the east 
and west, while several low ferns are planted along the front elevation.

Item 8

SCULPTURE, continued

cubist, style, and the plaques on the projecting wings contain geometricized flower/ 
sunrise motifs, an Art Deco hallmark. The two white bronze fixtures flanking the 
front entrance resemble nothing so much as nautical buoys, revealing Coates's cogni 
zance of the then-developing Streamline Moderne. Even functional items are treated 
as sculpture, as in the cast aluminum radiator grills in the public lobby, decorated 
with a repetitive floral motif.
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